vation, often in less than hospitable conditions. Sometimes Haber might sit for as long as twenty hours waiting for his beloved wolves to appear: "There are long periods of inaction . . . with miserable spells of wind, cold, rain, or excessive summer heat, and-curse the little bastards-the hellish black hoards of mosquitoes" (161). Readers will also be fascinated to read Haber's accounts of wolf behavior, from raising pups to stalking caribou or moose to swimming swift rivers. Haber writes compassionately but objectively about wolf control programs and condemns many of the decisions made by the Alaska Board of Game and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Always the scientist, he used his detailed studies to appeal decisions and to advocate for the importance of wolves in the broader ecosystem. While much of the language in this text is documentary, Haber is capable of extraordinary lyricism and a reflective, philosophical angle. One striking passage comes when he explores the need to think about diversity in managing wildlife: "Variety of all forms-not only biological, but cultural and socialis needed to stimulate our thinking . . . [it] is as vital to our wellbeing as the food we eat." But, Haber laments, "[a] sameness results with a numbing of the spirit, and we gradually lose our ability to marvel" (247).
When Haber crashed to his death in 2009 while studying wolves from the air, Alaskans lost an important voice for conservation. Thanks to the efforts of Marybeth Holleman, his words and work survive.
Anne Coray Lake Clark, Alaska Don Rearden, The Raven's Gift. New York: Penguin, 2013. 279 pp. $16.00.
There is a strangely impermeable membrane between the worlds of Canadian and US publishing. Even in such a Canada-cozy place as Alaska, it is surprisingly hard to locate books by Canadian publishers. Or so I'm going to claim as my excuse for not having previously read this exciting and beautiful first novel by an Alaskan author. Luckily for me, Penguin reissued it this year in the United States.
Set in a disorientingly near-present moment in southwest Alaska, this novel is both a page-turning thriller and a grimly realistic portrayal of the challenges of life in a village community in the North. The parallel narratives take place sometime before and sometime after disease-or something-wipes out most inhabitants of the fictionalized village to which we're introduced from the perspective of two married schoolteachers, John and Anna, the former originally from this community but raised in Anchorage by adoptive parents and now alienated culturally (though hungering for contact with his roots). The preapocalypse passages are grimly unsentimental; this is an honest portrait of the challenges facing well-intentioned teachers and other service workers who want to make a difference through their contributions to impoverished rural communities. John seems to be making a marginal difference in his own quest for roots as well as in his classroom, although any hint of a To Sir with Love ending is regularly undercut-or intercut-by the postapocalypse passages (in which there is no sign of Anna).
Those postapocalypse segments, which gradually take over the book as the backstory is filled in, will remind many readers of Cormac McCarthy's The Road. But please consider that comparison to be high praise for Rearden's novel, which has some of the same stylistic polish as well as the grim setting and plot. Moreover The Raven's Gift provides certain satisfactions that McCarthy wasn't interested in indulging. For one thing we do learn some details about the cause of the apocalypse, and they are historically situated such that we are motivated to look both backward and forward, in horror and in dread. For another thing-well, wait, no spoilers. (I said it was a page turner.) The plot is satisfyingly played out across the vivid backdrop of a place that is carefully and accurately described, and Alaskan clichés are deftly navigated. Like Seth Kantner, Don Rearden grew up in the region about which he writes, and The Raven's Gift depicts rural Alaska like no other novel has since Ordinary Wolves. (Has it already been almost a decade since that novel came out?) There is a great deal of successful genre fiction set in Alaska these days, by such locals as John Straley, Sue Henry, and Dana Stabenow, and sometimes, as in the best work by Straley, such fiction transcends genre. But The Raven's Gift should not be mistaken for a mere thriller or horror story-it's too real, both too close to home and too far from anywhere else.
Eric As its subtitle establishes, Lisa Knopp's What the River Carries consists of "Encounters with the Mississippi, the Missouri, and Platte." The collection's eighteen essays take the reader on a journey along these storied waterways, with Knopp, born in Burlington, Iowa, and now an associate professor at the University of Nebraska, serving as an experienced, knowledgeable guide. Though the essays are generally narrative, like the rivers themselves they are inclined to meander, a tendency Knopp turns to her advantage in the title piece, a montage cataloging the flow of everything from sediments to pollution-related political maneuvering along these complex watercourses. The essays themselves carry enough information to support the collection's detailed reference list; an index would also have been helpful.
Knopp pays tribute to the rivers' iconic inhabitants. The opening essay, "Catfish Bend," introduces both the Mississippi and perhaps its most characteristic creature, "a fish like a cat that sports graceful, sweeping whiskerlike barbels" (4). And of course, the Platte River's sandhill cranes make their obligatory appearance in "No Other River." "Mississippi Harvest" traces the story of the pearl-button industry bestowed by freshwater mussels on Muscatine, Iowa. As a child Knopp was introduced to "button shells" (30) by a great-aunt, and as an adult she preserves her family's tradition of collecting buttons for future use. The essay concludes with current efforts to restore depleted mussel populations.
Perhaps the twin keys to the book's overall quality are Knopp's graceful, unobtrusive prose and her ability to find interesting, evocative centers for each essay, braiding channels of natural and human history, local knowledge and national culture, personal ex-
